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An ultra-modern Uptown penthouse features panoramic views
of the city and clean, modern interior finishes.
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project credits:
architect: christian dean architecture
interior design: inunison design
• christine frisk, asid; jessica tschida
kitchen design: belle kitchen
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“The entire project is a

constant play back and forth
between the hard and the soft.”
–CHRISTINE FRISK, ASID, INUNISON DESIGN, INC.
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The ultra-modern penthouse, designed by Christian Dean Architecture,
is perched on the top of an unassuming red brick office building in an
Uptown neighborhood is a well-kept secret. It is wrapped in insulated
panels of sheet aluminum rainscreen, but most people don’t know that
it’s there. The expanses of glass give the homeowner a panoramic 360
view of the city and beyond, and the views change with the seasons.
“Creating the indoor/outdoor experience was one of my favorite aspects
of this project,” remarked Christine Frisk, ASID, owner, and founder
of InUnison Design, the firm responsible for the penthouse interiors.
“During the summer and fall, the exposure and extension invite the
outside in, and the dizzying palette of Mother Nature’s colors are
nothing short of spectacular, even in the dead of winter.”
“My client likes edgy and modern spaces, and he wanted to create
a warehouse/loft aesthetic with this space,” said Christine. “He likes
urban living, and the space was always intended to lean a bit more
toward the masculine. We softened the hard edges with furniture
and textiles.”
Christine began her career in the commercial design business.
The discipline of that business is rigorous. Decades ago, she was a
trailblazer, blending commercial and residential design, and she
loves how the two complement one another. Her use of commercial
manufacturers and products in residential projects is a defining aspect
of her work. “Commercial manufacturers are ahead of the curve in
their use of materials, with a forward look toward their environmental
footprint and use of sustainable materials,” she remarked. “Commercial
products are designed for heavy use and high traffic, and they are
engineered with precision and good design, as well as function.”
The penthouse condominium is about 2900 square feet. The
floors throughout the unit are polished concrete with a warm grey
patina. The walls are quiet and create a museum-quality structure for
the owner’s art collection, which brings his personality and passion
into the space.
The dining room features a unique light fixture. “My client has
a very independent streak, and he loves the expression of movement
that it conveys,” commented Christine. “It’s ‘freedom’ – like you are
floating on top of the world. It was so unique from what others would
do, and my client loved it!” The dining room artwork, painted by the
homeowner’s daughter, portrays female movement in dance and water.
The custom Italian dining table grounds the space with a heavily
grained oak top featuring a refined live edge and espresso stain. The
dining chairs are from a Spanish designer; clean, simple, and modern.
The living room features a large sectional with a curved corner.
“The sectional completes the loft experience,” said Christine. “The
swivel chairs allow a full view of the condo as well as the outdoor
spaces. The leather back and soft fabric interiors accentuate the form.”
The Italian coffee table is made from compressed/laminated glass.
When you look through it, you can see the different layers, which
bring another element of texture to the space. The living room rug is
shot with blue and warms the space.
The goal of the sleek kitchen design was to hide its inner
workings. Christine and the homeowner worked with Belle Kitchen
on the design. The counters and island are quartz, and the cabinetry
is streamlined but functional. A butler pantry adjacent to the space
serves as storage for everyday items.
“The entire project is a constant play back and forth between
the hard and the soft,” remarked Christine. “The views are part of
the canvas of the condo and inform the palette that we chose for
the primary living areas. The space continues to evolve, delight,
and surprise.”
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